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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please read carefully and completely before
applying.
INTENDED USE
The arm sling is designed to fit the majority of
patients. Most arm slings are designed
especially for patients with sprains, strains
and/or casts. They are available with buckle or
hook and loop closure and in a variety of
materials. The purpose of an arm sling is to
disperse the weight of the forearm (and cast)
to the back and shoulder.
There are many styles and sizes of arm slings
available through DeRoyal. Contact your
DeRoyal sales representative for more
information.
PRECAUTIONS
Consult your medical professional immediately
if you experience sensation changes, unusual
reactions, swelling or prolonged pain while
using this product.
Arm Sling Fitting Tip: If the arm sling is fitted
properly, the end should extend to the first
joint on the little finger (the P.I.P. Joint). The
arm sling should also be slightly elevated to
help prevent edema.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Attach shoulder pad
by inserting strap
through openings
(when available).
2. Place affected arm in
sling so that the arm
rests in the fold of the
sling. (2a) Depending
on sling style, place
thumb in thumb loop
to prevent wrist drop.
(2b)
3. Bring strap over
opposite shoulder.
a. If sling has hook
and loop closure,
bring strap through
the double D-rings
and secure hook to
loop sewn on strap.
b. If sling has buckle
closure, bring strap
through buckle and
adjust to proper
height.
4. When applicable, use
sliding buckle in back
to adjust for proper
sling height.
5. Make sure sling
supports arm
securely.
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CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Hand wash with mild detergent in lukewarm
water. Air dry.
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